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A study for the 'Watcher' series of 1961, executed in ink and watercolour on paper, is held in the collection at the
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. 

Other 'Watcher' sculptures in public collections, include the Berman Museum, Pennsylvania, the Sprengel Museum,
Hanover and the San Diego Museum of Art.

In 1959 Chadwick began working on an iconic series of sculptures: 'The Watchers'. These mysterious creatures stand
in majestic isolation, even when they appear in triads. All marks of the individual have been removed from the figure,
to create an image that is neither human nor animal, neither male nor female. Writing about The Watchers, Herbert

Read dubbed Chadwick’s unique aesthetic as “the new image of man”.

Lynn Chadwick was interviewed by Cathy Courtney for the British Sound Archive and she asked specifically about
'the Watchers.' 

Chadwick answered, 'it is my way of saying the same thing as the Easter Island figures are saying.... They're not in any
way, representative of anything. They are just shapes..... You see, the Easter Island things .... have this great intensity
of ... message, as it were and I wanted to do the same thing..... All I was aware of was that they ....satisfied me that I
had done what I wanted to do, I wasn't trying to do anything specific but it was just this way of having this intense

feeling.'1

In 1959, Chadwick began a series of over forty sculptures titled Watcher. The earliest maquette angled its block-
shaped head inquisitively, its torso curved in a gentle, questioning arch. More characteristically, the Watchers would

appear erect and level headed, their gaze directed resolutely ahead.

Watcher VI (1961) was conceived in the same year that Chadwick began work on the group of three monumental
Watchers, a cast of which was sited in Roehampton, overlooking the modernist architecture of the Alton Estate, by

the London County Council in 1963. Like them, it inhabits a rectangular profile, upright and self-contained. Yet
within this simplicity of profile there is abundant detail, subtly reinforcing the stance: no plane is left unconsidered.
The head bears traces of horizontal seams, layered as a dry-stone wall. The torso is articulated with diamond facets.



This particular Watcher twists its head, slightly: a receptor stilled in observation.

1.Michael Bird, Lynn Chadwick, London, 2014, p.112

 



Lynn Chadwick with a group of Watchers and Standing Figures at his home Lypiatt, Gloucestershire. Photo: David Farrell.



Monumental 'The Watchers,' 1960 (F&C 325) installed at Roehampton.


